Node of Ranvier formation along fibres regenerating through silicone tube implants: a freeze-fracture and thin-section electron microscopic study.
Thin-section and freeze-fracture electron microscopy have been used to examine the morphogenesis of the node of Ranvier in peripheral nerves regenerating through silicone tubes. A major question posed by this study is whether node formation in fibres regenerating across a gap recapitulates that occurring in normal development. Node formation occurs concurrently with myelination and follows a similar spatial gradient of progression from a proximal to distal direction along the regenerated nerve. Presumptive nodal sites appear prior to myelin formation and are identified as a prominent subaxolemmal density in thin sections and axonal particle patches in freeze-fracture. Following the appearance of presumptive nodes in regenerating fibres, dimeric particles are inserted into the axolemma adjacent to the node. These particles are in close apposition to the overlying Schwann cell terminal processes and with maturity adopt the same circumferential orientation seen in adult nodes. The nodal axolemma of regenerating fibres shows a characteristic increase in the prominence of its subaxolemmal densification and number of heterogeneously sized particles. Mature regenerated nodes demonstrate a complete annulus of nodal particles indistinguishable from control nodes. The results of the present study show that the nodal architecture of regenerating fibres is a faithful reconstruction of normal mature nodes, thus indicating that the morphological correlates associated with saltatory conduction at the node are present in regenerated nodes.